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Despite the substantial research into the development of covert iris recognition technologies, no machine
to date has been able to reliably perform recognition of human beings in real-world data. This limitation is
especially evident in the application of such technology to large-scale identification scenarios, which
demand extremely low error rates to avoid frequent false alarms. Most previously published works have
used intensity data and performed multi-scale analysis to achieve recognition, obtaining encouraging
performance values that are nevertheless far from desirable. This paper presents two key innovations.
(1) A recognition scheme is proposed based on techniques that are substantially different from those tra-
ditionally used, starting with the dynamic partition of the noise-free iris into disjoint regions from which
MPEG-7 color and shape descriptors are extracted. (2) The minimal levels of linear correlation between
the outputs produced by the proposed strategy and other state-of-the-art techniques suggest that the
fusion of both recognition techniques significantly improve performance, which is regarded as a positive
step towards the development of extremely ambitious types of biometric recognition.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Contrary to popular belief, no research effort to date has pro-
duced a machine able to covertly recognize human beings in
real-world conditions. However, it is not difficult to anticipate the
significant potential impact of such automation on the security
and safety of modern societies (forensics and surveillance). Various
research programs have pursued biometric recognition, and most
regard the iris as the main biometric trait for three main reasons:
(1) the iris is a naturally protected internal organ that is visible
from the exterior; (2) the iris has a near-circular and planar shape
that facilitates its segmentation and parameterization; and (3) its
texture has a predominantly randotypic chaotic appearance that
appears stable over the human lifetime and is unique for each
individual.

The iris texture is characterized by the irregular distribution of
local features such as furrows, crypts, freckles or spots. Hence, tra-
ditional approaches are texture-based and decompose the iris data
into a set of numerical coefficients that correspond to specific
orientations or frequencies of predominant patterns. The recogni-
tion in less controlled environments has been gaining relevance
and was the focus of many recent proposals, among which the
‘‘Iris-on-the-move’’ project [1] should be highlighted: it is a major
example of engineering an image acquisition system to make the
ll rights reserved.
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recognition process less intrusive for subjects. The goal is to ac-
quire near infra-red close-up iris images as a subject walks at nor-
mal speed through an access control point. Honeywell Technologies
applied for a patent [2] on a very similar system, which was also
able to recognize irises at a distance. Previously, Fancourt et al.
[3] concluded that it is possible to acquire sufficiently high-quality
images at a distance of up to 10 m.

However, recognition in real-world data presents many chal-
lenges to the pattern recognition process, such as using images ac-
quired in the visible wavelength (VW) spectrum, at widely varying
distances (4–8 m), in uncontrolled lighting conditions, on moving
subjects and without their active participation in the acquisition
process. It becomes relatively difficult to acquire data where the
most discriminating iris patterns remain perceptible because the
pigments of the human iris (brown-black Eumelanin (over 90%)
and yellow-reddish Pheomelanin [4]) have most of their radiative
fluorescence under visible light, which significantly varies with re-
spect to the pigmentation levels of the subjects. Although previous
technology evaluation initiatives by the authors [5,6] have empir-
ically confirmed the possibility of recognizing human beings in VW
real-world data, despite achieving error rates far from those ob-
tained in constrained environments, state-of-the-art VW iris recog-
nition methods have achieved decidability indexes of 2.5 at most.
The approach that currently outperforms was developed by Tan
et al. [7] and makes use of both iris and periocular data. Global col-
or-based features and local ordinal measures were used to extract
discriminating data from the iris region, later fused to periocular
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data extracted from texton representations. Finally, fusion was
performed by the sum rule using the normalized scores generated
for the different types of features. Wang et al. [8] used an adaptive
boosting algorithm to build a strong iris classifier from a set of bi-
dimensional Gabor-based features, each corresponding to a spe-
cific orientation and scale and operating locally. Given the fact that
the pupillary boundary is especially difficult to segment in VW
data, the authors later trained two distinct classifiers: one for irises
deemed to be accurately segmented and another for cases in which
the pupillary boundary is expected to be particularly hard to seg-
ment. Li et al. [9] used a novel weighted co-occurrence phase his-
togram to represent local textural features, which is claimed to
model the distribution of both the phase angle of the image gradi-
ent and the spatial layout and overcomes the major weakness of
the traditional histogram. A matching strategy based on the Bhat-
tacharyya distance measures the goodness of match between
irises. Marsico et al. [10] proposed the use of implicit equations
to approximate both the pupillary and the limbic iris boundaries
and to perform image normalization. They exploited local feature
extraction techniques such as linear binary patterns and discrimi-
nable textons to extract information from vertical and horizontal
bands of the normalized image. Although devised for near infra-
red data, Du et al. [11] aimed at robustness and used the SIFT trans-
form and Gabor wavelets to extract iris features, which were used
for local feature point description. Then two feature region maps
were designed to locally and globally register the feature points,
building a set of deformable iris subregions that take into account
the pupil dilation/contraction and deformations due to off-angle
data acquisition.

Having empirically analyzed the performance of the above de-
scribed methods, this paper aims to propose a recognition strategy
that uses techniques that are substantially different from those tra-
ditionally used in iris recognition, making use of color and shape.
Color is a major visual feature in image and video analysis because
color features are considered robust to viewing angle, translation,
rotation and scale. Furthermore, for many situations, the shape of
image objects often provides important clues for recognition,
although shape is sensitive to geometric distortions. The proposed
method begins by partitioning the iris into coherent regions in
terms of space and color, using data self-organization techniques
that tend to compensate for global changes in data. Our method
then makes use of a set of well-known color and shape MPEG.7
descriptors to extract both global and local information from the
iris data. According to the experiments performed, two types of
conclusions are substantiated: (1) the proposed approach achieves
performance close to the state-of-the-art methods, and (2) because
the data encoding and matching techniques are radically different
from the state-of-the-art approaches, the proposed method exhib-
its low levels of linear correlation with the outputs, which allows it
to obtain significant improvements in performance when perform-
ing evidence fusion.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a description of the proposed recognition method. Section
3 provides and discusses the results obtained by our method and
compares them to state-of-the-art techniques. The improvements
obtained by fusion are highlighted. Finally, the overall conclusions
are given in Section 4.
2. Proposed method

A cohesive perspective of the proposed recognition strategy is
given in Fig. 1. A color constancy technique is used for regulariza-
tion purposes, and data are normalized into a Polar coordinate
system of constant dimensions, from which global MPEG.7 color
descriptors are extracted. Next, a self-organizing data technique
divides the noise-free iris data into spatially and color coherent re-
gions that feed the local color and shape MPEG.7 descriptors. Final-
ly, fusion is performed by means of a weighted sum rule.

2.1. Retinex

The original Retinex model was proposed by Land [12]. Its key
insight is that color is determined by three independent retinal–
cortical systems that use intensity information from different spec-
tral regions of the input data. Each system determines a lightness
quantity that is superimposed, yielding the output color for each
point. As detailed by Provenzi et al. [13], given an image I, jckij or-
dered chains of pixels can be obtained, starting at k and ending at i,
where j.j denotes cardinality. Let xt and xt+1 be subsequent pixels of
a chain. Let Rt be the ratio between the intensity of consecutive
pixels in the chain, Rtk

¼ IðxtÞ
Iðxtþ1Þ

, with respect to each image channel.
Lightness at position i is given by

LðiÞ ¼ 1
N

XN

k¼1

d
jcki j�1

t¼1
dkðRtk

Þ; ð1Þ
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where � > 0 and a ¼ 1þ�Qtk�1

mk¼0
dkðRmk

Þ
.

2.2. Noise-free iris segmentation

The segmentation of the noise-free iris data acquired in uncon-
trolled setups has motivated significant research efforts. He et al.
[14] used a clustering-based scheme to roughly perform iris local-
ization followed by an integro-differential constellation method
for fine detection of each boundary, which not only accelerates
the traditional integro-differential operator but also enhances its
global convergence. Finally, parametric models were trained to
deal with eyelids and eyelashes. Du et al. [15] used a high-pass
filter to detect specular reflections inside the pupil and performed
a coarse-to-fine segmentation scheme using a least-squares
ellipse fitting strategy. A gradient-based technique detected noisy
regions that corresponded to diffuse reflections inside the iris. Li
et al. [16] used Viola and Jones’ method to roughly detect eyes
and normalized their region of interest by a K-means-based
technique. These data fed the subsequent processing combining
traditional iris segmentation methods with RANSAC-like tech-
niques. Concerned about the computational requirements of
previously published iris segmentation methods, Proença [17]
considered the sclera the most easily distinguishable part of the
eye in degraded VW images and fed a neural network with a
feature set based in the local proportion of sclera in different
directions, resulting in a process that runs in deterministically
linear time with respect to the size of the image. Regarding all
of the experiments described in this paper, it was observed that,
although with noticeably higher computational requirements, the
segmentation method of He et al. [14] outperforms the other
strategies. Because we aim to obtain performance indicators that
are as unbiased as possible, we chose to use this method as the
basis for our recognition experiments. Fig. 2 gives examples of
eye images and the corresponding noise-free iris segmentation
masks, obtained by He et al.’s [14] method.

Parameterization of iris boundaries. Subsequent to segmentation,
efficient parameterization of the iris boundaries that are behind
occlusions was a key issue, especially regarding the normalization



Fig. 1. Cohesive perspective of the proposed method, describing its major phases and the corresponding sections of this paper.

Fig. 2. Examples of degraded VW iris images and the corresponding noise-free segmentation masks obtained according to the method of He et al. [14]. The binary masks
discriminate between the non-occluded pixels of the iris (white regions) and all of the remaining types of data (black regions).

Fig. 3. Parameterization of the biological iris boundaries. According to the values of (3), smoother regions with low energy of the cumulative angular descriptor (a) were
deemed to belong to the biological boundaries (cross and circular data points of b) and used to reconstruct the deemed biological border through a regression of a Fourier
series (c).
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of the iris data into a pseudo-polar coordinate system of constant
dimensions. As detailed in [18], this phase was divided into two
steps: (1) discriminating between the boundary segments that cor-
respond to biological iris borders and the boundary segments that
delimit noisy regions and (2) reconstructing the full biological iris
boundaries according to the former segments. The key insight in
this step is that biological boundaries can be faithfully described
by periodic signals, which justifies the use of Fourier series for such
purposes. The cumulative angular function was used as a shape
descriptor, defined as the amount of angular change from an arbi-
trary starting point:

cðtÞ ¼
Z Lt

2p

0
kðrÞdr � kð0Þ þ t ð2Þ
where t 2 [0, 2p] and k(r) describe changes in direction at point t
with respect to changes in arc length L. As illustrated in Fig. 3a
and b, biological boundaries have smoother angular descriptor val-
ues with lower energy, which leads to the following objective
function:

OðtÞ ¼ b0cðtÞ þ
X2

i¼1

bi
@icðtÞ
@ti

; ð3Þ

where bi were empirically obtained regularization constants.
Arguments of the first quartile of O(t⁄) – t⁄ regularly spaced in [0,
2p] – were deemed to belong to the biological border and their
coordinates (column and row), illustrated by the dot and cross data
points of Fig. 3b. Finally, the reconstruction of the biological border



Fig. 4. Comparison between the regions resulting from different clustering
processes with respect to weights given to each feature. The image at the top
resulted from large weights (denoted by bold font) for spatial features, whereas in
the case of the second image at the top, a large weight was given exclusively for one
of those spatial features (column). The second image at the bottom resulted from
low weight values for spatial features, and clusters were formed, accounting for the
color values. The weights used in the case of the image at the bottom were obtained
by (7); this type of cluster is used in all subsequent processing phases.
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used the selected coordinates and was regarded as a nonlinear
regression of a Fourier series of order r, with a fundamental fre-
quency constrained to x = 1, which assures closure and complete-
ness of the contour:

cðxÞ ¼ a0

2
þ
Xr

k¼1

ðakcosðxxkÞ þ arþksinðxxkÞÞ: ð4Þ

Using the deemed biological iris boundaries, in the next step we
convert data into a pseudo-polar coordinate system of fixed dimen-
sions, using the well known Daugman rubber sheet model [19].

2.3. Partitioning the iris into regions

Partitioning the iris into regions is one of the roots of the pro-
posed recognition method and aims to divide the noise-free pixels
of the iris into k disjoint sets C = {C1, . . . Ck} such that elements
within each Ci are as homogenous as possible in terms of both their
position and their color. Considering the demands of a perceptually
uniform color space and aiming to preserve the connectivity be-
tween pixels of each cluster, each element was represented by
the feature set f ¼ r; jW2 � cj; L�; a�b�

� �
, with r and c the row and

column coordinates with respect to the normalized iris image. W
is the width of the normalized image, and L⁄,a⁄b⁄ are the color coor-
dinates in the CIELAB color space, using a reference white provided
by illuminant D65, 2nd observer, as described in 1. In this 5D space,
distance corresponds to the metric:

dðf1; f2Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

i

xiðf i
1 � f i

2Þ
2

r
; ð5Þ

where fi denotes the ith feature of f. Using a partition-based cluster-
ing scheme (fuzzy c-means [20]), partitions were found by maxi-
mizing an objective function that considered both the within and
between cluster variation:

JðCÞ ¼
Xk

i¼1

Xk

j¼1

dðCi;CjÞ �
X
j2Ci

dðCi; fjÞ
 !

ð6Þ

being d(Ci,Cj) the sum of L2 distances (5) between every combina-
tion of elements of Ci and Cj and d(Ci, f.) the sum of L2 distances
(5) between every element of C. and the feature point f..

Fig. 4 illustrates how the typical appearance of the generated
clusters would vary with respect to different xi values. Black pixels
denote regions that were classified as noisy by the segmentation
method and, as such, were not considered in the clustering process.
The remaining intensities represent the clusters assigned to each
pixel of the normalized iris data when privileging the (x1, x2)
weights (associated with spatial features) and the (x3, x4, x5)
(associated with color features) (bottom left image). The image at
the bottom illustrates clusters generated for the optimal weight
values cxi , which constitutes a trade-off between space and color,
as follows:

cxi ¼ arg min
xi

X
k

X
j

a/kðxi; fCk;jgÞ þ ðL2
k;j � 4pAk;jÞ; ð7Þ

where Lk,j and Ak,j represent the perimeter and the area of the region
delimited by the jth cluster of the kth image (Ck,j), /k corresponds to
the total of connected components in that cluster [21] and a is a
regularization term that was empirically found according to the
training data set of k images (a = 101.5, k = 100 in our experiments).
To account for the dynamic conditions that propitiate occlusions in
different regions of the irises, the clustering process was performed
using as a noise-mask the conjunction of the noise-masks of images
to be matched.
1 http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/du/Software/graphics/xyz2lab.m
2.4. Color descriptors

Most of the MPEG.7 descriptors have compression/reconstruc-
tion purposes and – consequently – tend to focus in the lowest fre-
quency components of signals. When compared to other biometric
traits, one of the most interesting features of the iris is that most of
its discriminating information lies in the lowest and middle-low
frequency components. For such, these descriptors would intui-
tively be useful for iris recognition purposes, which constituted
the main key insight for their utilization in this work.
2.4.1. Dominant color descriptor
The dominant color descriptor summarizes the image content

by extracting the most important colors in an image or region, nat-
urally perceived as the most frequent. Let I ¼ f~xg;~x ¼ ðxj

1; x
j
2; x

j
3Þ be

a r � c image represented in the CIELAB color space, known to more
closely fit the Euclidean difference between colors and the visual
perception of color difference. Let k be the number of colors to ex-
tract from the image. Aiming to obtain deterministic results, the k
geometric centroids (si) were used as initial values of the centers of
clusters:

si ¼
i maxf~xg þ ðkþ 1� iÞminf~xg

kþ 1
; i ¼ f1; . . . ;kg: ð8Þ

The coordinates of these centroids were updated according to the
generalized Lloyd algorithm, minimizing the objective function:

args min
Xk

s¼1

X
~x2si

k~x� sik2
: ð9Þ

The iterative procedure continues until the values of si at successive
steps do not differ more than a positive value that acts as stopping
criterium (0 < �� 1), i.e., kst

i � stþ1
i k < �.

http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/du/Software/graphics/xyz2lab.m
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2.4.2. Color layout descriptor
This descriptor extracts the spatial distribution of the most rep-

resentative colors of visual signals according to their position on a
grid superimposed on data. Let I be an image of size r � c expressed
in the YCbCr color space [22]. First, the most representative colors
in each n � n region are obtained, as described in Section 2.4.1,
which yields a r/n � c/n array that was transformed using the 1D
Discrete Cosine Transform type-II, performed first along the rows
and then along the image columns, yielding a set of 2D
components:

Xi;j ¼
Xc�1

n¼0

Xr�1

m¼0

Iðn;mÞ cos
p
r
ðmþ 0:5Þj

h i
cos

p
c
ðnþ 0:5Þi

h i
:

Finally, the X{.} coefficients were zigzag ordered [23], resulting in a
vector ~v of (r � c)/n2 real components. Matching between vectors
v1
�! and v2

�! was performed according to the L2 norm of the vector

v1
�!� v2

�! ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPðr�cÞ=n2

i¼1 ðv1ðiÞ � v2ðiÞÞ2
q

.

2.4.3. Color structure descriptor
The color structure descriptor [22] generalizes a simple color

histogram and uses a structuring element that moves across data,
defining a neighborhood where the dominant color values are
analyzed and counted for each bin. In our experiments, we used
a rectangular structuring element with 1

12 of the image width and
height. Because this descriptor is very similar to an image
histogram, the same L1 based matching functions were used in
matching.

2.4.4. Scalable color descriptor
Scalable color descriptors [22] are global descriptors mainly

used for image-to-image matching. The process starts by extract-
ing a color histogram of k bins in the HSV color space, where the
hue component is usually quantized to a larger number of bins
compared to saturation and value layers. Such a histogram feeds
a dyadic decomposition process based in a pair of Haar wavelet
transforms. Let I be an image represented in the HSV color space
and let h be the corresponding normalized histogram with k bins.
The convolution between h and the low-pass kernel of the Haar
transform is equivalent to summing pairs of adjacent bins, whereas
the high frequency components are obtained by the difference in
adjacent bins. Such decomposition is repeated n times, using at
each iteration the lower frequency components previously ob-
tained. The default matching function is based on the L1 metric
(i.e., the sum of the absolute differences between corresponding
elements): S ¼

Pk
i¼1jhA½i� � hB½i�j, where k denotes the number of

extracted coefficients.

2.5. Order statistics of dominant colors

Let~c be the dominant color of the noise-free iris portion of I. Let
ci
! be the dominant color of each cluster Ci and d : R3 � R3 ! R the
L2 norm of the vector ci

!�~c. For any pair ðci
!
; cj
!Þ, we define a

pseudometric d�ðci
!
; cj
!Þ given by

d�ðci
!
; cj
!Þ ¼ jdðci

!
;~cÞ � dðcj

!
;~cÞj:

Similarly, a binary relation V on R3 � R3 is defined by

ci
!

Vcj
!() dðci

!
;~cÞ > dðcj

!
;~cÞ ð10Þ

. The rationale behind V is to consider as greater colors those that
are more distant from the dominant color of the iris. From this def-
inition, it is straightforward to infer that V is irreflexive, asymmet-
ric and transitive, which is particularly useful for our purposes. Let
X ¼ fx1

!
; . . . ; xn

!g be a random variable that represents the distance
between the dominant colors inside each cluster and the whole iris.
According to the elementary theory of rank tests and using (10), the
kth order statistic xðkÞ

�! of a statistical sample fx1
!
; . . . ; xn

!g is equal to
its kth smallest value. Let xð1Þ

�!
; . . . ; xðnÞ

�! be the order statistics of a set
of independent observations, that is, xð1Þ

�!
< xð2Þ
�!

< . . . < xðnÞ
�!. Assum-

ing that xi
! is mutually independent, the distribution function of

xðkÞ
�! is equal to [24]:

FðkÞðyÞ ¼ PðxðkÞ�! 6 yÞ ¼
Xn

i¼k

n
i

� �
½FðyÞ�i½1� FðyÞ�n�i ð11Þ

being F(y) the cumulative distribution function of X. For a pair of
images, having two vectors with the kth, (k = {1, . . ., n}) order statis-
tics of xðkÞ

�!, matching was performed according to the L1 metric, i.e.,
the sum of the absolute differences between corresponding ele-
ments. As described in the experiments section, the kth order statis-
tics have evident discriminating information between individuals
and was often one of the features automatically selected for the
classification stage.

2.6. Linear assignment problem

The normalization of the iris data into a polar coordinate system
propitiates invariance to translation and scale of the original data,
but not to rotation, which appears as differences in translation of
the normalized data and of the resultant clusters. For this, we used
an automated method that seeks the maximal similarity between
clusters, independent of their position in the normalized data,
which was handled by a linear assignment strategy. Let G =
(U,V;E) be a bipartite graph with a separable set of vertices U and
V (jUj = jVj = n) and a set of edges E = {eij}, such that eij denotes an
edge from the ith vertex of U to the jth vertex of V. Let c(eij) denote
the cost of the edge c(eij), such that c(eij) P 0,"i,j 2 {1, . . . n}. The
linear assignment problem aims to find E⁄, a subset of E that satis-
fies the following properties: (1) the accumulated cost of its edges
is minimal, and (2) each vertex of U and V appear exactly once in E⁄.
Let /ði; jÞf:g : N�N! f0;1g be an indicator function, such that
/ði; jÞ ¼ Ifeij2E�g. The optimal correspondence between elements of
U and V is given by

min
Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

/ði; jÞcðeijÞ

s:t:
Xn

i¼1

/ði; jÞ ¼ 1;8i 2 f1; . . . ;nÞ

Xn

j¼1

/ði; jÞ ¼ 1;8j 2 f1; . . . ;nÞ

ð12Þ

Due to computational concerns, the problem was regarded as a
shortest augmenting path algorithm with an implementation of
the Dijkstra’s shortest path method, which is known to run in time
O(n3). Details can be found in the work of Jonker and Volgenant
[25]. In practical terms, when matching two clustered iris images,
the relative position of each cluster center is regarded as a vertex
and included respectively in U and V. The cost (c) of edges E corre-
sponds to the Euclidean distance between elements of U and V,
which complies the above formalization.

2.7. Histogram matching

In every phase of our method where the distance between his-
tograms had to be obtained, several possibilities were tested, and
the results were evaluated in a training data set. The best results
were obtained with the cross-bin Quadratic-Chi distance histo-
gram proposed by Pele and Werman [26]: let h1 and h2 be two
non-negative bounded histograms, and let A = [aij] be a non-nega-
tive and symmetric bib-similarity matrix, such that aii P aij,"j – i.
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The Quadratic-Chi histogram distance is given by (13), where hi
f:g

denotes the histogram value at position i, and m is a regularization
factor (the best results were obtained in our experiments with 0.9).

QCðh1;h2Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X

ij

hi
1 � hi

2P
c
ðhc

1 þ hc
2ÞAci

� �m

0BBB@
1CCCA hj

1 � hj
2P

c
ðhc

1 þ hc
2ÞAcj

� �m

0BBB@
1CCCAAij

vuuuuuut :

ð13Þ
Fig. 6. Clusters generated for two different heavy pigmented irises, where local
contrast inside the iris ring is hardly perceived by a human observer. Even so, the
appearance of the resulting group is evidently different. Images are
‘‘C_1_S1_I12.tiff’’ and ‘‘C_101_S1_I10.tiff’’ of the UBIRIS.v2 data set.
2.8. Shape context descriptor

Proposed by Belongie et al. [27], this descriptor provides an effi-
cient way to measure the similarity between shapes, represented
by a set of contour points {pi}. For each pi, we extract a histogram
hi of the relative coordinates of the remaining pj points (i – j) with
respect to pi and represented in a log-polar coordinate system.
Each hi histogram is defined as the shape context of pi and is used
in all subsequent processing. Let p1 and p2 be boundary points of
two shapes that are to be matched. The cost of matching p1 with
p2 uses the v2 statistic:

C12 ¼
1
2

XK

k¼1

ðh1ðkÞ � h2ðkÞÞ2

h1ðkÞ þ h2ðkÞ
; ð14Þ

where h1(k) and h2(k) denote the kth bin of the histograms of p1 and
p2. The set of all costs Cij between all pairs of points of two shapes is
regarded as the cost matrix of a bipartite graph-matching problem
and was solved as described in Section 2.6. As illustrated in Fig. 5,
this descriptor is an efficient way to extract discriminating informa-
tion about the shape of the regions resulting from the data parti-
tioning phase and is used as a soft biometric measure in the
recognition process.

2.9. Robustness to data variation factors

The basic premise of the proposed method is that the unique-
ness of each iris texture determines that pixels are grouped in a
specific way for each iris and compose clusters that are specific
in terms of their positions and shapes, although these clusters
cannot be expected to provide enough information for strong
biometric recognition. Fig. 6 illustrates such discriminating ability,
showing the clusters that result from two different heavily
pigmented irises. Here, the existence of four predominantly
r
θ

Fig. 5. Illustration of the shape descriptor used to characterize each iris region. The
upper row shows two similar shapes, from which shape context descriptors were
extracted. The image at the center has a significantly different shape. Images in the
bottom row illustrate the corresponding shape descriptors at point L/4, with L being
the length of the contour and starting in the upper left pixel. Note the similarity
between the far left and the centered descriptor and their dissimilarity to the far
right image.
horizontal clusters in the left image is in opposition to the right
image and is particularly evident in the regions delimited by the
dashed ellipses.

Due to the dynamics of the acquisition setup, it is expected that
the unoccluded regions of the iris will vary, which will affect the
clustering results. This was overcome by obtaining the conjunction
noise-mask of the pair of images to be matched (illustrated in
Fig. 7), yielding two properties: (1) multiple biometric signatures
are possible to extract from each image, depending on the other
image that it will be matched against and (2) privacy concerns
about the recognition process because it is required that the raw
iris data and the corresponding noise-mask be stored in the data-
base instead of the biometric signature.

Furthermore, it is important that the positions, sizes and shapes
of regions are not subject to sudden or extreme changes as a result
of the dynamics of the acquisition setup. Fig. 7 illustrates two
images from the same eye acquired from different distances (9
and 4 m). It can be seen that clusters remained relatively stable,
essentially due to translation into the polar coordinate system
and to the known property of invariance to color perception, as a
result of moderate changes in scale.

The acquisition of a small moving target as the iris at relatively
large and varying distances propitiates very different levels of
Fig. 7. Robustness to changes in scale. Images are ‘‘C_111_S1_I4.tiff’’ and
‘‘C_111_S1_I13.tiff’’ of the UBIRIS.v2 data set.



Fig. 8. Robustness to defocused data. Images are ‘‘C_183_S2_I10.tiff’’ and
‘‘C_183_S2_I13.tiff’’ (defocused by a Gaussian kernel of r = 1.4) of the UBIRIS.v2
data set.

ab a
b

Fig. 10. Robustness to off-angle image acquisition. Images are ‘‘C_24_S1_I13.tiff’’
and ‘‘C_24_S1_I15.tiff’’ of the UBIRIS.v2 data set.
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image focus. Fig. 8 illustrates such variations. Although the similar-
ity between the clustered images is evident, we observe that the
shape of the clusters often becomes smoother in defocused data.
If the defocus is exaggerated, the clustering process tends to aug-
ment the relevance given to spatial features, resulting in clusters
with more regular shape.

Rotations in the original Cartesian space directly correspond to
translations in the Polar coordinate system. However, significant
changes in rotation are not expected due to the natural and biolog-
ically determined position of the head with respect to the neck and
shoulders of stand-up subjects. Fig. 9 illustrates the behavior of the
clustering process for a pair of images of the same eye where one of
them was artificially rotated by p

6 (a value that is beyond the ex-
pected rotations). The relative position of clusters was shifted
approximately 1

12 of the width of the polar image. In this case,
shapes remain roughly constant and the position of corresponding
clusters varies significantly, which was handled by the Linear
Assignment process described in Section 2.6, which finds the opti-
mal correspondence between clusters according to their shape.

Off-angle images are of special interest because gaze is known
to be a primary source of error in traditional recognition strategies,
particularly when circular iris parameterization techniques intro-
duce differences in the phase of the normalized data and the bias
phase-based in encoding/matching methods. The translation into
the polar coordinate system implies that the data are sampled at
different rates with respect to the length of the iris ring at each an-
gle (a� b in the right image of Fig. 10, but a ’ b in the left image),
which does not significantly affect the color perception of the
resultant data. This relationship was observed even in cases where
exaggerated deviations occlude portions of the iris. Furthermore,
this figure gives a typical failure situation motivated by iris seg-
π
6

w
12

Fig. 9. Robustness to changes in rotation. Images are ‘‘C_171_S1_I10.tiff’’ and
‘‘C_171_S2_I10.tiff’’ (rotated by p

6) of the UBIRIS.v2 data set.
mentation inaccuracies: the region delimited by the dashed ellipse
in the right figure should have been classified as noise (corresponds
to the upper part of the iris, partially occluded by eyelashes) but
was erroneously considered for the clustering process and induced
substantial differences in the resultant clusters near that region.

Lighting variations are due to the type of illuminants or to the
amount of light in the environment and constitute a problematic
factor, especially for local variations. The upper and middle row
images of Fig. 11 were acquired from the same eye under substan-
tially different lighting conditions but were mostly compensated
by the Retinex process described in Section 2.1 (compensated
images are shown in the central column). Even so, higher variabil-
ity in the shapes of the resulting clusters was observed, as high-
lighted by the regions delimited by the dashed horizontal
ellipses. Finally, local lighting variations were observed to be the
most problematic factor and to significantly bias the clustering
process. Images at the bottom row illustrate such types of varia-
tions and, as highlighted by the diagonal dashed ellipses, the Ret-
inex algorithm was not able to handle such variations, and the
resulting clusters varied significantly.
3. Experiments

According to the review of other VW iris recognition methods
given in Section 1 and to the performance that we empirically ob-
served, four methods were selected to be used as comparison
terms of our proposal: Tan et al. [7], Wang et al. [8] and Marsico
et al. [10] were the outperforming methods of a recently performed
contest about VW iris recognition, and simultaneously exhibited
the lowest levels of linear correlation. Finally, even though the ap-
proach of Du et al. [11] was devised for NIR data, it was selected for
contextualization purposes, in order to assess the adaptability of
NIR-based approaches to VW data. All these methods are our
own implementations, validated by comparing the performance
described by authors (in the NICE:II data sets) and ours.
3.1. Feature selection

In a training set of 1000 images used by the participants of the
NICE:II contest (available at2), the discriminating ability of a large
set of features was assessed, testing different values for the number
of clusters (between two and seven) and for the most relevant
parameters of the described encoding strategies, yielding a total of
112 features. Fig. 12 gives the probability density functions and
the corresponding cumulative density functions of the ten most dis-
criminating features, selected based on mutual information and the
2 http://nice2.di.ubi.pt

http://nice2.di.ubi.pt


Fig. 11. Robustness to global and nonuniform lighting changes. Images are ‘‘C_137_S1_I10.tiff’’ (top) and ‘‘C_137_S1_I7.tiff’’ (middle) and ‘‘C_137_S1_I10.tiff’’ (bottom, with a
directional artificial light effect) of the UBIRIS.v2 data set.

Dom. Color Eye Color Structure (3) Color Structure (5) Color Structure (7) Scalable Color

Color Layout Order Rank (6) Order Rank (7) Shape Context Cluster Correl.

Fig. 12. Probability density (continuous lines) and cumulative density functions (dashed lines) of the features selected for the biometric recognition process. The non-match
comparisons are represented by darker lines and the match comparisons by lighter lines.

Fig. 13. Comparison between the receiver operating characteristic curves of the
proposed methods and others used for contextualization purposes.
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criteria of maximum dependency, maximum relevance and mini-
mum redundancy, as proposed by Peng et al. [28]. We considered
two sets of observations in a k-dimensional space, one for match
and other for non-match comparisons, assumed to be independent
and identically distributed. The probability functions f were esti-
mated by Gaussian-based kernel density estimators, as proposed
by Botev et al. [29]:

f̂ ðx; tÞ ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pt
p e�ðx�diÞ2=ð2tÞ; ð15Þ

where the bandwidth t was determined by the analysis of the mean
integrated square error. Having assessed performance in this train-
ing set, near maximal performance was observed when selecting
more than thirty features, linearly combined to maximize perfor-
mance in that data set. Further, subsequent recognition experi-
ments were made when using this classifier.

3.2. Verification mode

fig. 13 compares the ROC curves obtained by the proposed
method and other methods selected for comparison, where each



Fig. 14. Comparison between the performance measures obtained by the tested recognition strategies. Each column represents one recognition approach, where the
corresponding median value is represented by the horizontal line through the middle of each box. The top and bottom of the boxes denote the first and third quartile of the
observations. Outliers appear as dot data points.

Fig. 15. Average cumulative rank n curves obtained by the proposed method and
others used as comparison terms. The bottom and top horizontal lines around the
data series denote the worst and best values obtained.

Table 1
Pearson’s sample correlation coefficients between the tested recognition methods and
ours. Values are given with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals.

Proposed Tan Wang Marsico Du

Proposed 1.00 – – – –
Tan 0.38 ± 0.016 1.00 – – –
Wang 0.33 ± 0.017 0.56 ± 0.013 1.00 – –
Marsico 0.37 ± 0.016 0.56 ± 0.013 0.41 ± 0.016 1.00 –
Du 0.32 ± 0.017 0.42 ± 0.016 0.33 ± 0.017 0.30 ± 0.017 1.00
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data point is surrounded by two horizontal bars that denote the
best and worst values obtained at that operating point. The algo-
rithm of Tan et al. [7] outperformed others at most operating
points, whereas the proposed strategy usually performs better
than that of Wang et al. [8]. The performance of Du et al. [11]
and Marsico et al. [10] often intersect.

Another comprehensive comparison between the error rates
obtained by these methods is given in Fig. 14, which shows the
decidability index (d0) given by d0 ¼ jlE�lI jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

I
þr2

E
2

q , where lI ¼
P

i
dI

i

k and

lE ¼
P

i
dE

i

m are the means of the match/non-match distributions,

and rI ¼
P

i
ðdI

i�lIÞ
2

k�1 and rE ¼
P

i
ðdE

i �lEÞ
2

m�1 are their standard deviations.
The approximated equal error rate (EER), the area under the curve
(AUC) and the average sensitivity when operating at a FAR of
approximately 0.01 were also obtained. The results are expressed
in terms of boxplots, showing the median of the observed perfor-
mance range (horizontal solid line) and the first and third quartile
values of the observations (top and bottom of the box marks). The
upper and lower whiskers are denoted by the horizontal lines out-
side each box, and the outliers are denoted by dot points.

3.3. Identification mode

assuming a closed universe model, we tested the effectiveness
of each method when trying to answer the following question:



Table 2
Best results obtained by classification ensembles, according to the number of fused
methods.

# Fused Methods Rule Decid. d0 (Dd0)

2 {Proposed, Tan} ⁄ 2.848(+0.2629)
3 {Proposed, Tan, Marsico} ⁄ 2.860(+0.2831)
4 {Proposed, Tan, Wang, Marsico} ⁄ 2.738(+0.1609)
5 {Proposed, Tan, Wang, Marsico, Du} ⁄ 2.605(+0.0280)

Fig. 17. Degradation in recognition performance, expressed in terms of the
decidability values, with respect to variations in different factors. The results are
expressed in terms of boxplots, showing the median of the observed performance
range (horizontal solid line) and the first and third quartile values of the
observations (top and bottom of the box marks). The upper and lower whiskers
are denoted by the horizontal lines outside of each box, and the outliers are denoted
by dot points.
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‘‘Is the correct identity among the best k matches?’’ This type of
performance measure is usually expressed by means of rank and
cumulative rank histograms, where ranks appear in the horizontal
axis and probabilities in the vertical one. Let T ¼ fT1; . . . ; Ttg be the
set of gallery images such that i – j) id(Ti) – id(Tj) and S ¼
fS1; . . . ; Ssg the set of samples that are to be compared against T.
Each Si constitutes a query that is matched against all elements
of T, yielding a set of D = {di1, . . ., dit} dissimilarity scores, where
dij denotes the dissimilarity between the ith sample and the jth
template. Let D0 ¼ fd0i1; . . . ; d0itg be the ordered version of D, such
that d0i1 6 d0i2 6 . . . 6 d0it . Si is said to have rank k if the score dij is
in the kth position of D0 and id(Si) = id(Tj). The probability of having
rank k P (rank-k) is estimated by the ratio between the number of
sample queries with rank k and the total number of queries.
Accordingly, the probability of cumulative rank k can be calculated
as
Pk

i¼1Pðrank� iÞ. Fig. 15 gives the probability distribution of the
cumulative rank values obtained for t = 100, representing the iden-
tification performance obtained.
3.4. Correlation and fusion

The statistical correlation between the outputs given by our
method and others used as comparison terms was analyzed to
Fig. 16. Comparison between the performance obtained by the best
determine whether performance could be improved by fusing sev-
eral of them. It was assumed that any eventual dependence be-
tween scores would be linear, which justifies the use of the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient to analyze the strength of these
dependences. Table 1 gives the correlation r of 10,000 responses gi-

ven by each biometric system, where rðX;YÞ ¼ 1
n�1

P
i

Xi�X
rX

Yi�Y
rY

,

where Xi and Yi denote the system outputs, X;Y are the sample
means and rX,rY the standard deviations.
classification ensembles composed of 2–5 recognition methods.
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Using the theoretical framework developed by Kittler et al. [30],
we tested all of the combinations of the recognition methods de-
scribed above according to the usual fusion rules: product (*),
sum (+), min (m) and max (M). Without any assumption of the
prior probabilities, the posterior probability that a pattern xi

! be-
longs to class wj was obtained by

Pðwjjxi
!Þ ¼ Pðxi

!jwjÞP
s

Pðxi
!jwsÞ

: ð16Þ

An input pattern is assigned to class wc if wc ¼ argj max /Pðwjjxi
!Þ,

where / denotes the combination rule. Table 2 lists the best classi-
fication ensembles obtained according to the number of fused ex-
perts (column #Fused) and the best combination rule observed.
Also, a comparison between the performance of such ensembles is
given in Fig. 16.
3.5. Degradations in performance

As a summary, Fig. 17 reports the degradation in performance of
the proposed method with respect to each of the factors discussed
previously. We show the boxplots of the decidability values ob-
tained for data sets with increasingly higher levels of variation
(from darker to lighter boxplots). For every factor where the UBI-
RIS.v2 database has enough images to perform statistically rele-
vant experiments (scale and off-angle), we compared the results
obtained in a homogenous subset of the data (represented by the
horizontal line) and in degraded data sets. For the remaining fac-
tors (blur, rotation and lighting), variations were introduced artifi-
cially, resulting in different versions of the same data sets, each
with different amounts of variation. It can be confirmed that the
proposed strategy behaves robustly to changes in scale and rota-
tion and moderately degrades for off-angle and defocused data.
The most problematic case was observed for changes in lighting
conditions, especially for non-global lighting changes, where per-
formance has degraded substantially.
4. Conclusions

Current state-of-the-art methods to perform iris recognition in
VW real-world data achieve encouraging performance values that
are, however, still far from the demands of the applications of this
technology in large-scale identification scenarios. Having analyzed
the typical strategies of these approaches, the key innovations of
this paper can be summarized in two terms: (1) we propose a rec-
ognition scheme based on autonomously defined sub-regions of
the iris from which MPEG-7 color and shape descriptors are ex-
tracted, achieving performance close to the best-known tech-
niques, and (2) minimal levels of linear correlation between the
outputs given by the proposed strategy and state-of-the-art tech-
niques were observed, which suggests that the fusion of evidence
between these techniques improved performance. The progress
described here is regarded as a positive step towards the develop-
ment of an extremely ambitious type of biometric recognition.

Regarding further directions of the work given in this paper,
some issues can be enumerated: (1) analyze how different color
contrast levels and sensor quality would affect the recognition
accuracy. Regarding this issue, it is expected that such changes
are mainly handled by the retinex phase (several contrast enhance-
ment retinex-based methods are reported in the literature), and
should yield different weights (7) for each feature used in the data
partition process; and (2) a more objective assessment about the
conditions in the environments that enable this type of recognition
with enough confidence (specification of the type of illuminants,
amount of light and angles of incidence). We are currently working
on both these issues.
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